Anov IP

CAMPUS RECRUITMENT- 2015 BATCH

Company Name : Anov Ip
Company website : http://www.anovip.com/
Job Title : PATENT RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
Criteria : B.Tech/M.Tech(CS/IT/EEE/ECE/MAE/BIOTECH)
Salary : 2.00 LPA- 3.06 LPA
Job Location : New Delhi

Job Description

- Work on assignments relating to Market Research, Intellectual Property Research and Business Research
- Study and analyze inventions, patents and scientific literature
- Identify and report innovations in a specific technology domain through analysis of Patent, Product, and Academic Literature
- Work on patentability, invalidity, Freedom-to-operate FTOs, Infringement searches, Portfolio Analysis and similar patent analytics projects
- Assess commercial potential of new technologies/innovations with regard to existing technologies and market players
- Technical analysis of patents and products to determine potential infringement and licensing opportunities
- Prepare research reports to be shared with scientists / attorneys / technical personnel of the client organization
- Conduct long-term patent landscape studies to identify trends in a technology field, deliver competitive intelligence and identify potential research and licensing opportunities.
- Sound technical knowledge in respective domain(s) is a MUST
How to Apply?

1. Only interested students should apply for this job
2. All students should read the profile properly before applying.
3. No entries will be accepted after the mentioned deadline.
4. Last date to apply **Sunday, 2nd August 2015 by 5:00 pm**
5. Interested students need to send their resumes to schawla94@amity.edu
6. Subject line of the mail should be **’Applying for Anov IP’**

My Best Wishes,

Prof. (Dr.) Ajay S Rana

Director - ATPC